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art. Width Length Lbs
47104-45 12”   18” 2.5

Disposable Dual Piping Bags, Pack of 75

These sturdy polyethylene bags are divided in the center, offering double-
compartments that can be used to simultaneously pipe two fillings or colors. The 
bags are transparent, making contents visible at all times, and also have a closed 
tip in order to trim as little or as much of the end as necessary.

art. Length Lbs
47105-28 11”  0.1
47105-34 13⅜”  0.2
47105-40 15¾”  0.4
47105-46 18⅛”  0.5
47105-50 19⅝”  0.5
47105-55 21⅝” 0.6
47105-60 23⅝”  0.6
47105-70 27½”  0.7

Pastry Bags, Set of 6, Cotton/Plastic
art. Length Lbs
47106-34 13⅜”  0.2
47106-40 15¾”  0.4

Pastry Bags, Set of 6, Synthetic Fiber

Made of synthetic fiber, these medium-weight pastry bags offer an excellent 
balance of flexibility and rigidity. Each bag has a reinforced tip that can be cut to 
fit couplers and tips, while the top seam helps prevent the fraying of fibers. The 
convenient loop can used for hanging to dry, or for storage. Set of 6.

These cotton/plastic pastry bags are 
made of heavy-duty cotton with 
multiple coatings of plastic in the 
interior. Made to withstand frequent 
use and washing, the rigid material 
is thick and sturdy, making them 
ideal for piping thick or hot mixtures. 
Each bag has a reinforced tip that 
can be cut to fit couplers or tips, 
while the top seam helps prevent 
the fraying of fibers. The convenient 
loop can used for hanging to dry, or 
for storage. Set of 6.

This innovative bag combines a disposable pastry bag and a standard plastic 
storage bag in one. It is made of crystal clear cast polypropylene, which provides 
high visibility of food and markings, and features a zipper close that maintains 
the freshness of contents. Excellent for portion control, and when advance 
preparation of items is necessary. Graduated markings are from 50ml to 300ml, 
and from 1/4 cup to 1 1/2 cups.

These poly/nylon pastry bags are made of light-weight nylon. Made to withstand 
frequent use and washing, the flexible material is thin and ideal for piping 
frostings and whipped cream . Each bag has a reinforced tip that can be cut to 
fit couplers or tips, while the top seam helps prevent the fraying of fibers. The 
convenient loop can used for hanging to dry, or for storage. Set of 6.

art. Length Lbs
47119-30 11⅞”  0.1
47119-35 13¾”  0.1
47119-40 15¾”  0.2
47119-45 17¾” 0.3
47119-50 19⅝”  0.4
47119-60 23⅝”  0.5

Pastry Bags, Set of 6, Poly/Nylon
art. Width Length  Lbs
A391050 5⅞”  12⅝”  0.01

Disposable Pastry Bag with Closure, Pack of 50


